To whom it may concern

Subject: Woodward representation by SIRTEC SRL

Hereby Woodward declares that SIRTEC SRL, located at Via Borzoli 39/122U 16153 - GENOVA ITALIA, is an official Woodward AISF (Authorized Independent Service Facility) for Italy.

In its capacity as AISF, SIRTEC SRL is responsible for providing service and repairs within the territory, and technical representation of Woodward in this area.

All work performed on Woodward equipment by SIRTEC SRL is done according to our standards and guarantees provided by SIRTEC SRL on such work are acknowledged by Woodward.

Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact either your Woodward Distributor or me directly by phone or e-mail.

Trusting to have informed you well enough.

Most sincerely,

Rob Arends | Regional Business Manager

Tel +31 235 661 197 | Mobile +31 651 586 396
Hoofdweg 601, 2132BA Hoofddorp, Netherlands
Rob.Arends@woodward.com